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Abstract—Bronchospasm is a chronic disease that affects the 

respiratory airways in both general and sporting populations. 

Bronchospasm has been mainly studied and documented 

extensively in athletes in continental climates of cold and dry 

air. The prevalence values observed for this disease were 

increased in these athletes. On the other hand, the prevalence 

declined among athletes acclimated to the hot and humid air 

climate. As a result, the quality of inhaled ambient air appears 

to be a determining factor in the pathophysiology of 

bronchospasm. Thus, in recent years, there has been 

controversy concerning the role of warm moist air in 

exacerbating or alleviating bronchospasm. Previous studies 

have suggested that the high temperature of inhaled air during 

physical exertion is an explanation for the low prevalence 

values. However, studies performed in tropical areas highlight 

the high prevalence values of bronchospasm. This review is 

based on explanatory hypotheses related to changes in airflow 

and the effects of heat exchange and freshness on the 

epithelium. Finally, the induced effects are addressed under 

conditions where the temperature of the inhaled ambient air is 

lower or higher than that of the body fixed at 37 °C. On the 

basis of the assumptions made in this review, we suggest that 

exercise-induced bronchospasm in athletes is just as important 

in hot and humid air conditions as it is in cold and dry air 

conditions. The variability in the prevalence values of 

bronchospasm on which the controversies are based is mainly 

due to different states of training of the subjects, the nature and 

intensity of the effort, the various parameters and diagnostic 

criteria of the sportsmen, and assessments of bronchospasm and 

different modes of breathing. We hypothesized that in cold and 

dry air environments, the small lower airways of athletes are 

more vulnerable than those of their counterparts to 

pathophysiology in hot and humid climates. Professional 

sportsmen who specialize in long-distance endurance sports 

therefore truly expose their small airways to various 

pathologies. 

 

Index Terms— Exercise-induced bronchospasm; 

Controversy; Hypothesis; Hot and humid air. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Chronic respiratory disease is one of the world's leading 

global health system issues [1], [2]. Indeed, asthma, a chronic 

disease of the respiratory airways, affects more than 300 

million people worldwide [3], [4] with a significantly 

increased incidence in recent decades [5]-[7]. 

Exercise-induced asthma and bronchospasm (EIB) are two 

terms that describe the same pathophysiological 
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phenomenon. Bronchospasm is influenced by several 

variables, including environmental and climatic conditions. 

Indeed, EIB has been mainly studied and documented 

sufficiently in continental climates of cold and dry air 

[8]-[10]. Athletes who train and practice in cold air and/or a 

dry atmosphere would be more sensitive to bronchospasm 

and have a higher prevalence. Accordingly, Wilber et al. [10] 

examined a group of 14 American skiers at the 1998 Olympic 

Games and observed a prevalence of 57% among women, 

43% among men and 50% for the entire team, under 

temperatures varying from -18 °C at 0 °C and a relative 

humidity of 30-50%. In a team of 26 Olympic level ice 

hockey players, a prevalence of 15% was observed only 

among women at ambient temperatures ranging from 10 to 13 

°C and a relative humidity of 40-45%. In a group of 60 ice 

sprinters, a prevalence of 50% among women and 33% 

among men was observed at temperatures ranging from 8 to 

10 °C and a relative humidity of 30-35%. From this work, the 

highest prevalence (50%) was recorded under the coldest 

temperatures, and the lowest (15%) was obtained under the 

highest temperatures. On the other hand, EIB prevalence 

values would be lower for athletes acclimated to hot and 

humid air conditions. As expected, the quality of the inhaled 

ambient air may be a determining factor that can exacerbate 

or attenuate bronchospasm. Chen and Horton [11] and 

McFadden et al. [12], [13] simulated an atmosphere of hot, 

humid air in the laboratory by raising the ambient air 

temperature to 36°C and the relative humidity to 100%. At 

the end of this experiment, the mean values of ventilatory 

parameters observed before exercise compared to those 

recorded after exercise showed differences that were not 

significant. Consistently, a recent work by Gomes et al. [14] 

showed a low prevalence of EIB of 7% among 54 Brazilian 

semi-professional football players who train generally in a 

hot climate ranging from 23 °C to 32 °C and an average 

relative humidity between 70% and 85%. From these results, 

the authors concluded that the hyperventilation of hot, humid 

air, to which athletes are subjected, can mitigate the process 

of bronchospasm. However, Messan et al. [15] found a 

prevalence of 26% among asymptomatic basketball players in 

hot air and humid conditions in Benin. Nsompi et al. [16] 

observed 33% in Congolese runners in hot and humid 

condition. In another study carried out in Abidjan in the Ivory 

Coast, Ouattara et al. [17] reported an asthma prevalence of 

42.6% obtained after a stress test, with a Forced Expiratory 

Volume in one second (FEV) of at least 10% for sportsmen in 

hot (30.1 °C) and wet (82.6%) climates. Agodokpessi et al. 

[18] found an asthma prevalence of 40% among African 

athletes in the hot and humid climate of Benin. Therefore, in 
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light of these contradictory results, the present review 

proposes to rely not only on the pathophysiology of 

bronchospasm but also on new scientific knowledge to shed 

light on the controversies related to bronchospasm induced by 

exercise in hot and humid air environments. To this end, a 

research strategy was conducted in December 2018 with the 

main electronic databases of MEDLINE, EMBASE and 

CENTRAL to search for publications related to 

exercise-induced bronchospasm using the keywords 

"bronchospasm", "asthma, "hot and humid climate", "cold 

and dry climate",  "prevalence". 

II. STATE OF KNOWLEDGE 

Introductory Summary 

The pathophysiology of exercise-induced 

bronchospasm in athletes is not yet well known. However, 

two streams of thought each propose explanatory theories, 

namely, the theory of dehydration / osmolarity and the theory 

of cooling / warming [12], [13], [19]. These theories are 

based on bronchoconstriction caused by the inhalation of a 

hyperosmolar saline solution at rest. By analogy, the authors 

propose these hypotheses according the type of hyper 

osmolarity of the airways induced by hyperventilation at the 

origin of the bronchospasm observed in sportsmen. In fact, 

the gradual increase in the intensity of the exercise induces an 

increase in the ventilatory frequency. Similarly, for the 

inspired air to reach the lower airways, it must be warmed and 

saturated with water vapour. To this end, the cells of the 

upper airways intervene by yielding water in the form of heat 

to condition the inspired air. As a result of this dehydration, 

an increase in [Na+], [Cl-], [Ca 2+], [K+] ions is observed, 

which would cause the hyperosmolar state of the airways and 

induce bronchial spasm. 

The conditioning (saturation and warming) of the 

inspired air during physical exercise begins at the 

oro-naso-pharynx complex and reaches the trachea bronchial 

tree. Inspired ambient air, from the mouth to the periphery of 

the lungs, is exposed to the effects of warming and saturation 

from the airway epithelium. The net effect of this heat 

exchange during inspiration would be the "cooling of the 

airways" [15], [16], [20], [21]. This theory suggests a transfer 

of heat from the blood vessels of the small bronchi to the 

pulmonary blood vessels. Indeed, at the end of the exercise, 

this heat transfer is followed by dilation, warming and an 

increase in the blood flow of the pulmonary vessels. This 

hypothesis is based on the vascularization of the 

sub-epithelial capillaries, which ensures the connection 

between the trachea and the small bronchi. As a result, 

engorgement of these vessels could exert physical pressure on 

the airways, resulting in bronchospasm. The fundamental 

postulate of the warming hypothesis is based on an increase in 

the internal temperature of the airways, mimicking the 

increase in blood flow in the airways [15], [20]. However, the 

authors noted that the warming effect could simply be due to 

the prolonged retention of the air in alveoli. On the other 

hand, the amount of blood circulating in the bronchi cannot 

justify the increased heat in the airways since this amount of 

blood represents only approximately 1% of the cardiac output 

[17] , [22]. 

Altogether, the hyperventilation of cold, dry, or hot and 

humid air, on the one hand, and the cooling and warming 

mechanisms of the airways, on the other hand, may represent 

various explanations for the high prevalence rates of asthma 

observed in the sporting population. 

III.    SYNTHESIS OF THE CONTROVERSIES 

The work of Chen and Horton [11] and McFadden et al. 

[12] was conducted under conditions similar to those of warm 

and humid air zones, and the results were inconclusive in the 

sense of confirmed bronchospasm. These findings were 

accepted because exercise-induced bronchospasm was 

primarily studied in cold, dry air with high prevalence values. 

It is important to note that the hot and humid air conditions 

were simulated with subjects acclimatized to cold, dry air. A 

recent work by [14] seems consistent with this strategy, as 

these authors highlighted a low prevalence of EIB of 7% 

among 54 Brazilian semi-professional football players in hot 

and humid climates. In contrast, previous studies by Messan 

et al. [15], Ouattara et al. [17] and Agodokpessi et al. [18] 

found prevalence values of 42% and 42% in Ivorian and 

African basketball players, respectively, under hot and humid 

air conditions. However, the physiological adaptation of 

subjects to cold and dry air conditions, on the one hand, and 

hot and humid air conditions, on the other hand, can 

exacerbate or attenuate the occurrence of EIB. In addition, the 

disparity in EIB prevalence values observed under different 

air conditions is at the root of these controversies. Indeed, 

researchers are not unanimous on a certain number of 

concerns related to EIB diagnosis; however, studies have 

shown that the deterioration of respiratory parameters in 

athletes is due to pollution [23]. Thus, the practice of sports 

activities during the summer when the ozone level (O3) is the 

highest would also favour the development of the bronchial 

inflammatory process [24]. Moreover, according to the Hinds 

model, for a quantity of 100% nanoscale particles, 80% are 

retained in the nose and pharynx, while the remaining 20% 

penetrate the trachea and bronchi [25]. The turbulence 

induced at each bronchial division increases with increasing 

respiratory rate and maintains these particles in the bronchial 

tree. Studies by Bruske-Hohlfeld et al. [26] have shown that 

the increase in the level of air pollution from fine particulate 

matter was particularly due to vehicle emissions. Similarly, 

EIB assessment results differ depending on whether they 

were derived from field and/or laboratory tests. In fact, to 

induce the variability of respiratory function by exercise, the 

suggested intensity is at least 85% of the maximum heart rate 

[27]. Other studies, however, suggest intensities ranging from 

95 to 100% of maximal effort in athletes [9]. While the level 

of exercise intensity is generally not a problem in EIB 

assessments for amateur athletes, it is not always easy to 

manage in high-performance athletes. Indeed, the physical 

capacity can be underestimated during laboratory tests 

because the maximum tolerated intensity is often not 

consistent with the actual physical capacity of the sportsman. 

Evaluations in the laboratory do not take into account the 

realities of the actual environment of the sportsmen, such as 

the atmosphere of competitive rivalries, encouragements 

from the public, variations in itineraries and the ambient 

conditions. However, the measurements made under the 

actual conditions of the athletes are not always reliable 

because of disturbances related to the mobility of the subject. 

On the other hand, in the laboratory, the measurements can be 
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precise but are not reliable because the subjects do not 

manage to express their actual physical potentiality. 

A questionnaire, as another means of investigation of 

EIB, aims to assess wheezing dyspnoea, its conditions of 

appearance, seasonal variability or permanence. The 

questionnaire aims to reveal, among the antecedents or 

clinical signs, the existence of asthma associated or not with 

the effort. However, questionnaires based on the clinical 

manifestations of symptoms as the sole means of 

investigation are not reliable for evaluating EIB. Indeed, 

Thole [28], Rundell [29] and Bougault [30] showed that in 

athletes, the absence of a clinical symptomatology is not 

necessarily synonymous with the non-existence of bronchial 

hyperreactivity. Indeed, different authors have shown that 

symptoms do not always coexist with EIB [31], [32]. Another 

source of controversy is that the evaluation criteria for EIB 

and the nature of the sports activities of the subjects differ 

widely according to the studies. Indeed, while some authors 

adopt the variations in FEV, peak expiratory flow and 

expiratory flow from 25%-75% of the vital capacity as 

criteria, others have used FEV as the evaluation criterion for 

EIB [33], [28]. Similarly, the decrease in the percentage of the 

parameter retained after stress testing is not unanimous. As a 

result, there were divergences with regard to EIB parameters 

and diagnostic criteria. While some studies propose a 

decrease in FEV of at least 10% to justify the existence of 

EIB, others propose a 7% decrease. Altogether, these reasons 

may explain the variations in EIB prevalence values. 

IV.  PLAUSIBLE ASSUMPTIONS 

1) General Influences on the Inspired Air 

The inspired air needs to be conditioned to evolve from 

the oro-naso-pharynx complex to the tracheobronchial tree of 

the lower airways. The conditioning of the inspired air 

involves saturation in water and warming to body 

temperature, which is 37 °C. To this end, inhaled air is 

exposed to the effects of warming and saturation from the 

airway epithelium. The net effect of this heat exchange during 

inspiration would be "cooling of the airways" [20], [21]. 

According to Mahler [34], water and heat are derived from 

the epithelium lining the inner wall of the airways. 

Inspirational air conditioning is a continuum that begins with 

the nose and terminates in tenth generation bronchi and 

bronchioles [34], [35]. 

2) General Influences on the Exhaled Air 

Upon exhalation, some of the water in the exhaled air 

condenses and returns to the airway epithelial cells [35]. The 

result of the exchange of heat and water between the air and 

the epithelium during inhalation and expiration therefore 

results in a net loss of heat and water from the cells of the 

epithelium. Approximately 80% of the heat loss from the 

epithelium is caused by the evaporation of its water content 

[35]. 

3) Effects of Exchanges between the Inspired Air and the 

Exhaled Air on the Epithelium 

In the lungs, the cholinergic parasympathetic system 

that plays a constrictor role is represented by 

cholinergic-mediated nerves. This system comprises afferent 

fibres that originate from the respiratory epithelium and 

bronchial smooth muscle. The efferent fibres are distributed 

at the level of smooth muscles and bronchial glands and play 

a bronchoconstrictor role. From disturbances to the epithelial 

cells due to heat loss, abnormalities are recorded at the 

parasympathetic level resulting in basic vagal hypertonia, 

which is responsible for an exaggerated muscle tone and 

excessive pressure of the receptors of the reflex arc that are 

very sensitive to various stimulations. These stimuli cause 

bronchoconstrictor effects by the disruption of cholinergic 

fibres that mediate. These effects result in hyperreactivity that 

can last for several weeks after exposure to stimuli. Eggleston 

suggested that the onset of exercise-induced bronchospasm is 

caused by increased airway sensitivity to fluid and caloric 

loss [36]. In fact, the loss of water in the mucosa of the 

respiratory tract causes a change in its osmolarity state. A loss 

of water then makes the medium in which the cells of the 

respiratory mucosa bathe hyperosmotic [35]. Indeed, the cells 

of the respiratory airways, such as mast cells, eosinophils, 

basophils and neutrophils, intervene by yielding water in the 

form of heat to condition the inspired air. As a result, an 

increase in [Na+], [Cl-], [Ca2+] and [K+] ions causes the 

hyperosmolar state of the airways and induces bronchial 

spasm. Under these conditions of general influences and of 

the consequences suffered by both the inspired air and the 

exhaled air within respiratory airways, the quantity and 

quality of the ambient air are unavoidable variables to be 

considered as plausible explanations. 

4) Effects induced if the Ambient Air Temperature is 

below that of the Body (< 37 °C) 

In this first condition, if the temperature of the 

inhaled ambient air is lower than that of the body, which is 

37°C, the saturation of the inspired air in water and its 

warming to body temperature would require a significant 

contribution of respiratory tracts. During exercise, the 

hyperventilation of cold air with a temperature lower than 

that of the body would dehydrate the mucous membranes of 

the airways and induce bronchial and/or thermal stress. 

Similarly, because of the high ventilation rate, the upper 

respiratory tract would no longer be able to properly humidify 

and warm the inspired air at body temperature and at 100% 

saturation [21]. Under these conditions, large quantities of 

inspired air without conditioning would be found in the lower 

airways, which must be solicited for conditioning. This 

mechanism significantly alters the temperature and triggers 

the hyperosmolarity of all airways. This effect naturally leads 

to an inflammatory state of the bronchi and small lower 

airways, eventually leading to bronchospasm [37], [38]. 

Moreover, according to Mahler [34], intra-pulmonary 

temperatures would decrease (cold) during the effort and 

gradually increase (hot) at the end of the exercise. From these 

events, we can assume the hypothesis that when the ambient 

air inhaled is at a temperature lower than that of the body, 

exercise-induced bronchospasm is exacerbated in both the 

upper and lower respiratory tracts. Unfortunately, the 

diagnosis of EIB based on variations in FEV post-exercise 

does not always take into account the disturbances of small 

ventilatory flows. The question arises as to whether the 

evaluation of EIB under these conditions was not 

underestimated. 

5) Effects induced if the Ambient Air Temperature is 

higher than that of the Body (> 37 °C) 

During this second condition, if the ambient air 

inhaled is at a temperature higher than that of the organism, 

then the central problem is to determine the mechanism by 

which the organism can reduce the temperature to 37 °C. 
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Mahler [34] showed that during the effort, the cells of the 

epithelium are in a state of freshness; thus, we can speculate 

that the low temperatures of the epithelial cells make it 

possible to lower the high temperature ambient air inhaled to 

that of the body. Given hyperventilation and the nature and 

intensity of the effort, this process can also induce 

bronchospasm in the upper airways. As previously stated, the 

quantities of inhaled air at high temperatures will produce 

heat because of the coolness of the small lower respiratory 

tracts. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

The prevalence values of exercise-induced 

bronchospasm observed in athletes in cold and dry air 

climates are increasing. On the other hand, prevalence in hot 

and humid air climates is decreasing. The literature suggests 

that the high temperature of the air inhaled during exercise is 

an explanatory factor for the low prevalence values. 

However, conflicting results on EIB prevalence values are 

observed in tropical areas. Based on the assumptions made in 

this review, we suggest that sport-and exercise-induced 

bronchospasm is as important in hot, humid air as it is in cold, 

dry air. The variability in the EIB prevalence values on which 

the controversies are based is mainly due to the training state 

of the subjects, the nature and intensity of the effort, the 

diagnostic parameters and assessment criteria and the high 

level of hyperventilation of hot or cold air. We hypothesize 

that in cold and dry air environments, the small lower airways 

of athletes are more vulnerable than those of their 

counterparts to pathophysiology in hot and humid climates. 

Professional sportsmen specializing in long-distance 

endurance sports truly expose their small airways to various 

pathologies. 
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